14 STRATOS

STRATOS 2.0
DOMUS Line
design

LED profile for bathroom lighting
with wide projection
Materials:
aluminium
Finishes:
aluminium
Light source:
SMD LED module
Application type:
on the vertical or orizontal perimeter of
the bathroom mirror
Installation:
surface

Device with non-replaceable LED module
Energy efficiency class: A++, A+, A
EU Regulation No. 874/2012

www.domusline.com

Features
STRATOS is an aluminium profile equipped with high luminous
efficiency diffuser. Ideal for installation on any surface (wood,
plasterboard or brick wall). It incorporates the converter and
connects to the main power directly.
Also comes in the white changeable version.

No point effect technology

IP44 Splash protecion

The light projection of the
luminaire is homogeneous,
diffused and devoid of the dotted
effect typical of traditional LED
luminaires.

STRATOS is a device with IP44
degree protection.
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STRATOS 2.0
for surface installation

Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Light colour

Finish

1034105B

415mm

5,5W @ 230Vac

warm white

aluminium

1034205B

590mm

12W @ 230Vac

warm white

aluminium

1034305B

890mm

16W @ 230Vac

warm white

aluminium

1202405B

1190mm

22W @ 230Vac

warm white

aluminium

BUILT-IN LED CONVERTER

cm

Lux
100°

30

2500

50

1500

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 Kelvin

Luminous efficiency

100 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

120cm
* values referred to STRATOS 2.0 1190mm

White changeable technology
Device with TWIN LED strips,
power supply and sequencer
integrated. The sequencer
allows to configure three white
temperatures (cold, natural and
warm), with an impulse from an
on/off switch it is connected to.
The selection is memorised after
ten seconds and can be modified
by switch within 2 seconds of
ignition.

STRATOS WHC _ white changeable technology
for surface installation

Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Light colour

Finish

1223810

415mm

5,5W @ 230Vac

white changeable

alumium

1223910

590mm

12W @ 230Vac

white changeable

alumium

1224010

890mm

16W @ 230Vac

white changeable

alumium

1224110

1190mm

22W @ 230Vac

white changeable

alumium

BUILT-IN LED CONVERTER

cm

Lux
80°

30

2400

50

1400

Colour appearance

white changeable

Colour temperature

3000-4000-6000 Kelvin

Luminous efficiency

100 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

120cm
* values referred to STRATOS WHC 1190mm

STRATOS BK available on request; this version
is equipped with brackets to be mounted
on min. 5mm and max. 8 mm thick mirrors
directly.

www.domusline.com

